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ABSTRACT
Engineering applications of origami are gaining momentum in the recent decades.
These applications range from nano-scale biomedical devices to large architectural and
aerospace structures. Motivated by the rich kinematic behavior due to folding, the concept of
fluidic origami was proposed as a versatile actuator. The idea is to seal deformable cylinders
based on the origami patterns and apply pressure to achieve shape morphing and actuation.
However, previous research relied on an idealistic kinematic model, which assumes that
origami facets are rigid and have zero thickness so that the folding deformation is
concentrated at the hinge-like creases. To address this issue, this research incorporates
realistic material models into the design, analysis, and fabrication of fluidic origami. Based
on the origami design principles, a realistic CAD model of finite facet thickness is developed
considering parameters for achieving manufacturing feasibility. To analyze the kinematic
behavior and to measure the performance of the actuator, finite element analysis (FEA)
simulations are conducted based on the realistic CAD model. Free stroke and block force are
used as the actuator performance metrics. In parallel, 3D printing technologies are explored
to fabricate the actuators and validate experimentally the FEA simulations and the physical
principles of fluidic origami. Further, the origami design and manufacturing parameters are
optimized using a multi-objective optimization strategy to maximize the actuator’s
performance. The results of the optimization generate a set of pareto-optimal design points
from which design selection can be made to achieve desired performance. A pareto optimal
design with a neutral trade-off of objectives, generated a normalized block force of 1.29 and
a strain of 100% when subjected to a pressure of 34 kPa. The research focuses on the origami
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pattern of miura-ori design due to its 1-DOF kinematic behavior and relative simplicity in
design for manufacturing. However, since the origami designs have a similar principle, the
research can be easily extended to more complex origami designs. Thus, this research could
lead to exploration of a new class of fluidic actuators based on complex origami designs.
Further, a variety of applications can also be addressed by exploiting finite facet thickness
models of different origami patterns, fabricated using engineering materials.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Origami - From art to engineering
The art of origami originates primarily from ancient Japanese culture, and was largely
concentrated to countries in East Asia and Europe till the 19th century. The word origami is
derived by combining the Japanese words “ori” meaning folding and “kami” meaning
paper.
The art evolved from the creation of simple figures and animals to more complex art
forms. Akira Yosihzawa and his origami works have been the key contributors to the
exponential growth in origami techniques in the last century [1]. One of his significant
contributions was the introduction of wet origami. Along with his contributions, other
developments in origami like action origami, kirigami, pureland origami and modular
origami enriched origami as an art.
This art was revolutionized by the creation of mathematical tools that can generate
the fold patterns to create extremely complex geometries from a single flat sheet of paper.
Figure 1 shows a pre-calculated fold pattern generated by analytical tool to create a stag
beetle. Thus, a scientific approach to the art of origami was developed.
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Figure 1: (a). Fold pattern on a flat paper sheet and (b). Resulting folded model [2]

These scientific evolutions in origami inspired a variety of engineering applications
in the recent years. The key advantages of the use of origami from an engineering
perspective are:
1. Increased stiffness at the crease: The folds increase rigidity of the origamiinspired structures with an increase in bending stiffness in the direction of crease [3].
2. Flat-foldability: The origami patterns that are explored for engineering
applications usually exhibit flat-foldability. By the virtue of this property, the
structures can either be fabricated from a flat sheet or deployed towards a fully flat
configuration [4].

Some of the key applications can be found in the figure 2.
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Figure 2: Origami-inspired Applications [5–17]

A promising engineering application is to use origami inspired structures as fluidic
actuators (such as pneumatic or hydraulic actuator). Actuator tubes are formed by joining
two sheets of kinematically compatible origami patterns along the fold lines. These tubes
form an enclosed volume of deformable cylinders which can be pressurized to achieve
deformation. The deformation is focused at the hinges and the faces between the folds
remain flat. This characteristic is defined as rigid foldability. The concept of origamiinspired fluidic actuators is to use the rigid foldability and the predefined deployment for
actuation using fluidic pressure which will be discussed in detail in the following chapters.
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1.2 Literature Review:
Pneumatic and hydraulic actuators can be categorized together as fluidic actuators, as
they have a common working principle. Fluidic actuators use the flow of fluid to pressurize
internal channels for achieving stroke and transmitting force.
The fluidic actuators are classified as:
1. Elastic actuators: Elastic or flexible actuators comprise of at least one
component that deforms elastically under the applied pressure. Elastic actuators
essentially consist of any type of membrane or other elastic component that expands
under an applied pressure. Since these actuators have no sliding parts, they have
nearly no friction, wear and sealing issues.
2. Piston–cylinder fluidic actuators: These actuators consist of a piston that can
slide freely in a cylinder and can be pushed in two directions depending on which
side of the piston is pressurized. While these actuators suffer from the disadvantages
of friction, wear and sealing issues, they can develop high actuation forces and
strokes.
3. Drag-based fluidic actuators: This class of actuators is exploiting the drag
force exerted by flowing fluids. The viscous forces generated by a gas or liquid flow
are used to drive the actuator [18].
Fluidic origami employs foldable structures that follow the predefined deformation
pattern under an applied pressure. Thus, fluidic origami actuators can be categorized as
elastic actuators based on the working principle. Hence, these actuators also inherit the
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advantages of elastic actuators over piston cylinder actuators of zero friction, low wear and
sealing.
A comparison of commonly researched elastic actuators with piston-cylinder
actuators can be found in figure 3.

Figure 3: Comparison of commonly researched elastic actuators with piston-cylinder actuators [18]

Research has been done in utilizing origami patterns to create deformable cylinders,
which could replace the traditional piston cylinder actuators. A reversibly expandable three
dimensional structure was developed by Hoberman, which could collapse to a 2D plane and
can expand to form an enclosure [19]. Tachi and Miura have developed structures like the 1-
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DOF miura-ori structure and the bidirectionally flat-foldable Tachi–Miura Polyhedron
(TMP) structure as shown in figure 4. They also have proposed a zongon structure, which
provides a generalized model that provides flexibility in design with ability to deform in Y
and Z axes as shown in figure 5. A novel cellular structure, with cells “woven” in Y-Z
directions rather than the traditional Z axis alignment, was also developed. These structures
generate the enclosed volume of a deformable cylinder structure which can be used as an
actuator by pressurizing internal channels [20].

Figure 4: Bidirectionally flat-foldable Tachi–Miura Polyhedron (TMP) structure [20]

Figure 5: Woven type cellular structure [20]

Owing to the cellular geometry, the primary advantages of fluidic actuators over
traditional actuators are actuation in multiple axes and scalability. The building block of
these structures is the unit cell, which can be assembled in different patterns to alter the
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overall geometric design and actuation. Since the origami design patterns are modular in
nature, they can be arranged in cellular tessellations to address a variety scales of sizes
without losing their rigid-foldability.
The cellular 1-DOF Miura-ori origami pattern has been of particular interest as it
forms the backbone of many fluidic origami studies. The geometric equations and
relationships of the design parameters of the miura-ori have been studied in depth [21]. Its
characteristics have been explored to understand the bistability and shape morphing
characteristics of paper models [22]. Considering the kinematic behavior and relative
simplicity in design for manufacturing, this research focuses on the actuators generated by
stacking of unit cells of the miura-ori pattern. Figure 6 shows a stacked miura-ori pattern.

Figure 6: Stacked miura-ori [21]

Previous research in these origami-inspired structures largely focuses on the
developments of the ideal zero thickness models assuming rigid facets and hinge-like
creases. However, the mechanical properties of engineering materials differ significantly
than the ideal models. This opens up an interesting area of research in investigating the
feasibility of origami inspired designs with engineering materials.
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Another variation with the miura-ori paper models in current research and models
with engineering materials is the introduction of facet thickness. The paper models make use
of the advantages of the material being thin and easily foldable with a general assumption of
the paper origami as an ideal zero-thickness model. However, in the physical applications of
the origami designs using engineering materials, facet thickness comes into play and
becomes an important parameter. Due to facet thickness, material collision occurs between
the adjacent facets along the crease lines during the folding motion. This can have adverse
effects on the kinematic behavior of the origami pattern.
To overcome this problem for thick miura-ori pattern, a few methods have been
proposed but with limited feasibility for application in fluidic actuator. The methods either
add materials or offset the panels from the ideal model without altering the kinematic model
[23]. Hoberman developed a shifted axis of rotation method for a degree 4 vertex, which
enables the structure to achieve a 1-dof motion between the folded and unfolded state [19].
Another method, the sliding hinges method, is proposed by Trautz and Kunster which allows
the fold lines to slide along the rotational axes, adding extra degrees of freedom [24].
However, a major limitation of the method is the possible accumulation of the sliding at one
of the edges which results in separation or intersection of volumes. Tachi has proposed the
use of tapered panels by trimming the thick panels by the bisecting planes of the dihedral
angles [25]. However, all the proposed methods could result in surfaces with voids to allow
the folding motion which restricts its use in a pressurized fluidic actuator.
A significant problem in utilizing origami-inspired structures as fluidic actuators is
the need to seal the ends of the origami cylinder with flexible caps. During the folding
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motion of all origami tubes, the tube cross-section changes with changing dihedral angles as
shown in figure 7.

Figure 7: Changing cross-section with deformation for a zipper origami tube [26]

This leads to shape morphing at the sealing end caps, which narrows the material
selection for end caps to soft materials that can seal the actuator and simultaneously undergo
shape morphing. Gramüller et al developed shape changing seals that can tackle this problem
[27]. These seals conform to the morphing yet provide sealing for the actuator. However,
such type of seal would increase the manufacturing complexities and also some percentage
of output force would be spent to overcome the deformation of the seal, thus reducing the
actuator’s performance.
A problem similar to having flexible sealing end caps is found in soft robotics. It has
been studied extensively in exploring the manufacturing techniques for soft biomimetic
robots [28]. MacCurdy et al have developed printable hydraulics using 3D printing
techniques to manufacture a fluid embedded bellow-type actuator [29]. The key advantages
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listed by them include reducing or eliminating manual assembly steps as individual
components are co-fabricated in-situ; and using multiple materials simultaneously to
manufacture complex geometries. They have successfully demonstrated 3D printed bellows,
hexapod robot, a gear pump and a soft gripper, all pre-filled with the actuation fluid.
These developments in the application of 3D printing techniques make the
technology of particular interest for fabricating complex geometries like the fluidic miura-ori
actuator. Since previous research in fluidic origami has not considered manufacturing
techniques extensively, this research attempts to address the issue by exploring 3D printing
techniques.
1.3 Research Objective:
Owing to the 1-DOF kinematic characteristics and the relative simplicity in terms of
manufacturing feasibility, this research will focus on the Miura-ori cellular structure from the
previously proposed origami designs. As the design principles are common, the findings of
this research can be easily extended to other complex origami designs that can execute
different functions like bistable behavior or twisting deformation.
This research has the following objectives:
1. To assess the manufacturing feasibility of miura-ori pattern as a fluidic
actuator using engineering materials.
2. To validate the physical principles of miura-ori pattern as fluidic actuators
with engineering materials of finite facet thickness, using finite element analysis.
3. To study and optimize the miura-ori design and manufacturing parameters to
maximize the actuator’s performance.
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Using the geometric equations of the Miura-ori pattern, a half unit cell CAD model is
developed, which is assembled to obtain an actuator tube with n cells. The free stroke and
block force performance of these fluidic actuator tubes is measured using finite element
analysis (FEA) tools. Uniaxial tensile testing is performed to model the true mechanical
behavior of the 3D printed actuator models in FEA. Various 3D printing technologies are
explored to fabricate the proof-of-concept fluidic actuators and validate the FEA results.
Finally, the miura-ori design and manufacturing parameters are optimized to achieve the
optimum actuation performance.

1.4 Organization of thesis:
This chapter introduced the use of origami in engineering and in particular in fluidic
actuators. It presents the literature review, the motivation and the research objectives of this
work.
Chapter 2 discusses the geometry of Miura-ori cellular structure. The miura-ori unit
cell is introduced and the modelling of a n cell actuator tube is discussed.
Chapter 3 deals with the exploration of 3D printing technologies and material
modelling of 3D printing materials. The material modelling involves uniaxial tensile testing
and material modelling in FEA software ANSYS 17.0.
Chapter 4 explains the FEA setup for gauging the performance of the miura-ori
fluidic actuators. The chapter also discusses the FEA validation with experimental data on
proof-of-concept models.
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Chapter 5 discusses the parametric studies for the fluidic actuator by comparing their
effect on the actuator performance. Geometric design parameters of the miura-ori and the
manufacturing parameters like facet thickness, are studied.
Chapter 6 discusses the optimization setup and results.
Chapter 7 concludes the research by providing conclusions and identifies areas of
interest for future research.
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CHAPTER TWO
GEOMETRY OF MIURA-ORI
2.1 Nomenclature of miura-ori geometry
The basis of the stacked miura-ori structure is the unit cell, which can be
parameterized and altered in dimensions to obtain different configurations of the overall
structure. For this reason, the unit cell geometry is discussed in detail in this section. The unit
cell geometry can be explained with the help of figure 8.

Figure 8: Geometry of unit cell of miura-ori pattern [21]

Dimensions a, b and their acute angle ( ) form a parallelogram and the dihedral
folding angle between the parallelogram and the XY plane is defined as (θ). These four
dimensions form the core design parameters of the miura-ori unit cell. A set of four adjacent
parallelograms are connected along the sides to form a 1-DOF vertex at the intersection of
sides. The parallelograms and the sides are termed as facets and creases respectively, which
constitute the unit cell of one sheet of miura-ori pattern.
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The folding motion of the miura-ori cell is characterized by the change in the dihedral
angle (θ) from 0 to 90 degrees. θ=0 degree is the flat folded state parallel to the XY plane
and θ= 90 degrees is the fully folded state which is perpendicular to XY plane. The
parameters a, b and

remain constant throughout the folding motion, irrespective of the

folding angle (θ).
Other dimensions of the unit cell can then be derived from geometric relations
with these parameters.
tan ξ = cos θ * tan γ

(1)

sin ψ = sin θ * sin γ

(2)

cos γ = cos ξ * cos ψ

(3)

sin φ = sin ξ * sin γ

(4)

with ξ ∈ [0, γ], ψ ∈ [0, γ], and φ ∈ [0, π/2]

Angle ξ defines the spline angle of the zig-zag crease and angle ψ characterizes the
angle at the connection of two miura-ori sheets. These angels are preferred for modelling
purposes. A tube structure is constructed by joining two miura-ori sheets at their vertices,
along the creases as shown in figure 9. These tubes can be assembled in 3 dimensional space
creating a x*y*z grid of unit cells in X, Y and Z direction respectively.
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Figure 9: Construction of miura-ori tubular structure from two miura-ori sheets [30]

However, for two miura sheets to remain kinematically compatible throughout the
folding motion, the following conditions need to be satisfied:
bII = bI

(5)

cos(γII) / cos(γI) = aI / aII

(6)

Using the equations discussed, a miura-ori unit cell and hence a tubular miura-ori
cellular tessellation can be constructed to be used as fluidic actuators.

2.2 Types of miura-ori
2.2.1 Equal and unequal miura-ori
Two miura-ori sheets with different set of a, b and γ values, satisfying the conditions
for kinematic compatibility, can be used to create an unequal miura-ori fluidic actuator tube.
The unequal dimensions make the actuator asymmetric about the XY plane. However, two
identical miura-ori sheets provide structures symmetric about the XY plane and also always
satisfy the conditions for kinematic compatibility. These are termed as equal miura-ori tubes.
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Both types could be used as a miura-ori fluidic actuator and can be assembled as shown in
figure 10. Although this research focuses on the fluidic actuators based on the equal miuraori pattern, it can be extended to the unequal miura-ori pattern as well.

Figure 10: (a). Equal miura-ori (b). Unequal miura-ori

2.2.2 Expandable and contraction structures
The maximum internal volume of a miura-ori structure can be characterized by its
folding angle θmax. Using geometrical relationships, it can be evaluated by the following
expression:

(7)
with I and II representing the parameters of sheets 1 and 2 respectively.
Since the equal miura-ori tube stacks two identical miura-ori sheets, dimensions γ 1
and γ2 are equal. Using the above formula, we get the θ max value for the equal miura-ori
structure equal to 45 degrees, irrespective of the values for a, b and γ.
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With increasing pressure, a miura-ori structure would deform from its initial folding
configuration of θ0 to achieve the maximum volume configuration characterized by θmax.
This results in an interesting classification of the miura-ori structures in terms of the axis of
actuation, as contracting and expanding structure.
Models with θ<θmax constitute the contracting class of miura-ori fluidic actuators.
When these actuators are pressurized, the transition of θ to θ max is accompanied with a
compression in Y axis and expansion in the XZ plane. These actuators resemble the
pneumatic artificial muscle actuators like McKibben actuators.
Models with θ>θmax constitute the expanding class of miura-ori fluidic actuators.
When these actuators are pressurized, the transition of θ to θmax is accompanied with an
expansion in Y axis and compression in the XZ plane.
The isometric, front and top views of the models are shown in the figures 11-13. Both
(a) extension actuator and (c) contraction actuator, transition from their initial folding angles
to achieve the maximum volume configuration as shown in (b). The change in cross-sections
of the miura-ori pattern can be observed in the isometric and top views of the actuators. γ and
facet thickness are kept constant for all actuators and the value for θ is 77.87, 45 and 25
degrees respectively for extension, maximum volume and contraction actuators.
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Figure 11: Isometric view of (a). Extension actuator (b). Maximum volume configuration
(c). Contraction actuator

Figure 12: Front view of (a). Extension actuator (b). Maximum volume configuration
(c). Contraction actuator

Figure 13: Top view of (a). Extension actuator (b). Maximum volume configuration (c). Contraction
actuator
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Thus, it is possible to design a compression as well as extension actuator based on the
miura-ori design principles. For these reasons, the miura-ori structure makes a good case to
use as fluidic actuators.
2.3 Nomenclature and baseline model for thick miura-ori
The implementation of the ideal miura-ori fluidic actuators with real engineering
materials generates additional design parameters. Facet thickness is one of the significant
parameters as a result of manufacturing considerations. In order to preserve the backbone of
miura-ori geometric design relations, facet thickness is introduced by internally offsetting the
miura-ori pattern. However, with introduction of facet thickness, there is a material collision
at the miura-ori vertices and creases during the folding motion. This restricts the pure folding
deformation and the solutions suggested in previous research along with their limitations for
fluidic actuators have been discussed in chapter 1.
To mitigate the effects, material is removed from the colliding areas by additional
thinning of internal creases. V-groove cuts are chosen over fillets for thinning both
horizontal and vertical creases to achieve better accommodation of the accrued material.
The definition of thinning parameters with respect to this research are discussed
below.
1. Verticalacreases:
Each miura-ori sheet contains an internal vertical crease. Two identical vertical
creases are also formed at the connection of the miura-ori sheets. Due to symmetry of
equal miura-ori structure, the opposite vertical creases are identical. The creases
internal to individual miura-ori sheets are denoted by 1 and the creases at the
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connection are denoted by 2. The vertical crease grooves are defined by the width
(wvcrease) and depth (dvcrease) of the cut as shown in figure 14.

Figure 14: Isometric and top view highlighting the crease parameters
*D1: Dvcrease1; W1:Wvcrease1; D2: Dvcrease2; W2:Wvcrease2

2. Horizontalacreases:
Horizontal creases are thinned in a similar way as vertical creases. However, for
modelling reasons, they are parameterized by the thickness and depth of the crease.
The crease thinning is achieved by offsetting the original crease by a distance of
“thcrease” and a tapered cut at the depth of “hthcrease”. The figure 15 highlight the
parameters “thcrease” and “hthcrease”.
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Figure 15: Isometric view and Front section view highlighting the horizontal crease parameters

In summary, the manufacturing feasible miura-ori unit cell is defined by the design
parameters along with the thinning parameters. A miura-ori half-cell is created using these
parameters, and a tube structure is constructed utilizing the alternating symmetry of the
pattern. The tubes are then sealed with flat plates of conforming dimensions to form a miuraori fluidic actuator. Table 1 enlists the parametric values for the baseline expandable miuraori fluidic actuator model.
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Table 1: Parametric values of baseline design

Parameter

Value

Unit

a

31.25

mm

b

25

mm

γ

60

degrees

θ

77.87

degrees

ξ

20

degrees

ψ

56.52

degrees

tfacet

4

mm

dvcrease1

1

mm

dvcrease2

1

mm

wvcrease1

4

mm

wvcrease2

4

mm

thcrease

2

mm

hthcrease

1

mm
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CHAPTER THREE
FABRICATION OF PROOF-OF-CONCEPT MODELS

3D printing or additive manufacturing is a manufacturing technique in which material
is added layer by layer on a printer bed to fabricate the geometry. Based on the material
deposition method, some of the common types are fused deposition modeling (FDM),
selective laser sintering (SLS) and stereolithography (SLA).
Since the material is added layer by layer, there needs to be a surface to deposit the
material on. The printer bed provides this for the bottom layer and each layer provides the
surface for its successive layer. To maintain this surface contact for overhanging parts of the
model, additional material layers, called support structures, are added underneath the
overhang. These support structures are thin extrusions which are removed in the postprocessing phase of 3D printing.
The 3D printing methods explored for fabricating the proof-of-concept models are
discussed briefly in the following sections.
3.1 Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM):
Filament tubes constitute the raw material for FDM printers. The filament tubes are
heated in an extruder nozzle to a semi-molten state. The filament is then extruded layer-bylayer on a flat printer bed and the part is fabricated bottom-up. The semi-molten filament
cools and solidifies on the printer bed, forming bonds with other filament layers. Multiple
materials can be used simultaneously to fabricate the part using multiple individual
extruders. FDM printer specifications include nozzle and bed temperatures, extrusion rates,
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extrusion layer thickness and the travel speed of extruders. These parameters dominate the
quality of the fabrication. Figure 16 shows the working principle of FDM printers.
The major advantage that distinguishes FDM from other 3D printing technologies is
its ability to use multiple materials simultaneously. This is achieved by applying multiple
extruders, with each filament material being fed to a separate extruder. The printer can
switch between the extruders real-time. However, the materials need to be compliant with
each other to form bonds upon deposition and maintain structural integrity.
Another key advantage of FDM printers is the flexibility of support materials. FDM
printers can use the primary material filament or a different material filament to add support
structures. The FDM support structure specifications can be altered and different patterns
like mesh or straight line patterns could be utilized.
Further, there is a broad range of available filament materials which primarily belong
to the class of thermoplastics. Thermoplastics like ABS can be used to make stiff and brittle
plastic parts, while thermoplastic nylon can be used to fabricate softer and flexible parts.
One of the important materials is the ThermoPlastic Polyurethane (TPU). Some of
the key mechanical properties of TPU are an elongation at break of 600% strain, tensile
strength of 80 MPa and a shore hardness of 98A. It is a soft and highly flexible material with
higher resistance to abrasion. TPU also exhibits better compatibility with other FDM
materials like ABS to fabricate a multi-material part. This makes TPU suitable for the
application of miura-ori fluidic actuators.
A 3 cell contraction miura-ori fluidic actuator (θ<θmax) was fabricated using TPU
filament and LulzBot TAZ 5 3D printer. This cell geometry does not have overhangs, which
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eliminates the need for support structure. A cap is 3D printed separately and glued to seal the
cellular geometry and complete the fabrication of fluidic actuator shown in figure 16. The
print settings are listed in Appendix A.
However, FDM printers suffer from a limitation of accuracy. The dimensional
accuracy of the printed part depends on the printer specifications of material extrusion rate,
layer thickness and the minimum thickness of the actual model. Also, the filament materials
shrink in volume in the process of solidification from the semi-molten state. The shrinkage
rate depends on the material type and the printer specifications like nozzle and bed
temperatures. However, this shrinkage in volume adds to the dimensional inaccuracy of the
fabricated model.

Figure 16: Working principle of FDM and FDM printed fluidic actuator [31]
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3.2 Selective laser sintering (SLS)
The raw material for SLS printing technique is in the form of powder. Powder is
placed on the printer bed and a laser power source is employed to sinter selected powder
material. The sintered powder forms the material layer bonds and creates a solid structure. A
raw material powder layer is added at each print layer, and the unsintered powder acts as a
support material for the next layer. The unsintered powder is removed in post-processing
separating the fabricated part. Owing to the simplicity in working principle, the variety of
available powdered materials includes metals, plastics, ceramics and sandstone.
The key advantage of SLS printing technique is the method of implementing support
structures. As the unsintered powder behaves as support material, the application and
removal of support structures is simplified. Overhang geometries can be easily printed with
precision. Accuracy is the other key advantage of this printing technique. Due to the use of
laser as the source power, fine details can be printed accurately.
However, due to the working principle, SLS lacks the ability to fabricate parts with
multiple materials simultaneously. SLS printed parts also suffer from the limitation of
possible surface porosity, which can be mitigated with the use of sealants.
A 3 cell expandable miura-ori fluidic actuator (θ>θ max) was fabricated using
polyether block amide (PEBA). PEBA is a thermoplastic elastomer (TPE) and is
commercially available as Elasto-plastic material by Shapeways. To allow for the removal of
unsintered powder material from the part, escape holes were introduced in the model’s end
caps. A separate cap is 3D printed and glued to seal the escape holes and complete the
fabrication of fluidic actuator shown in figure 17.
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Figure 17: Working principle of SLS and SLS printed fluidic actuator [32]

3.3 Stereolithography (SLA)
A photopolymeric liquid resin constitutes the raw material for SLA printing
technique. The liquid resin is placed in a tank and with the use of ultraviolet laser, selected
parts of the resin are solidified. The exposure of the photosensitive resin to ultraviolet light is
responsible for the solidification. An overhung printer bed provides the surface for the print
layers to build upon. The part is 3D printed layer-by-layer with the printer bed ensuring a
part contact at the resin tank surface. The support structures are thin columns, resembling a
truss structure. The part is post-processed by removal of the support material and an
exposure to ultraviolet light for some specific materials to increase the strength.
The major advantage of this printing technique is the inherent accuracy of the lasers.
SLA printed parts have exceptional dimensional accuracy, when compared with FDM
printed parts.
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However, similar to SLS, SLA printing technique also lacks the ability to
simultaneously use multiple materials to fabricate a single part. Another disadvantage of the
technique is the possible entrapment of internal support structures.
A 3 cell expandable miura-ori fluidic actuator (θ>θ max) was fabricated using tough
and flexible resins on a Form 2 SLA printer by Formlabs. However, due to the geometric
complexity, the internal support structure could not be removed completely. Further, the
flexible resin model suffered rupture at low pressures, while the high stiffness value of tough
resin model makes it brittle and prone to rupture at creases.

Figure 18: Working principle of SLA and SLA printed fluidic actuator [33]
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Figure 19: Problems of internal support structure entrapment and rupture for SLA printed parts

In summary, 3D printing techniques of FDM, SLS and SLA were explored to
fabricate the fluidic origami actuators. Contraction and extension actuators based on the
miura-ori pattern were fabricated successfully. Due to the limitations discussed above, SLA
printing technique proves to be infeasible for the application of fabricating fluidic actuators.
Thus, FDM and SLS printing techniques are selected for further research.
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CHAPTER FOUR
FEA SETUP
4.1 Material Modelling
To accurately analyze the 3D printed actuator models, there is a need to capture the
mechanical behavior of printed materials at the same print specifications. Print specifications
in the case of FDM printers include layer height, bed and extruder nozzle temperatures, infill
pattern and the rate of printing. The key print specifications with regard to SLS are the
specifications of the laser power source. These properties along with part orientation, the raw
material and the method of implementation of support structures influence the final geometry
of the printed part. These parameters have an equally large impact on the mechanical
properties of the printed part. Thus, accurately capturing the print specifications and material
behavior of the geometry is important.
4.1.1 Tensile Testing
In order to mitigate the above mentioned error, the mechanical properties of the 3D
printed parts were derived using uniaxial tensile testing. The test dogbone specimens were
printed using printer specifications identical to those used to fabricate miura-ori fluidic
actuator models. ASTM D638 standards were used for designing the test specimens, with
modifications for adapting printing and testing considerations. The region of interest for the
test is the gage section, which has the dimensions of 3mm thickness, 4.3mm width and
30mm length. The geometry of the dogbones can be found in figure 20.
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Figure 20: Dimensions of uniaxial tensile test dogbone specimen

At least 6 samples of each type were printed. LulzBot TAZ 5 printer was used to
print with TPU material for FDM printed parts. The print specifications are listed in the
Appendix A. For parts printed using SLS method, dogbones were printed using
commercially available PEBA or Elasto-plastic by Shapeways.

Figure 21: 3D printed dogbone specimens of TPU and Elasto-plastic

The tests were performed on ‘Modular under Microscope Mechanical Test System –
μTS’ by Psylotech©. Tension dogbone grips were used to hold the test specimens. To ensure
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the on-axis specimen placement, shims of 8.5 mm thickness were added beneath the test
specimens. The required shim thickness was calculated using the machine specific formula,
Shim thickness (mm) = 10-(specimen thickness/2)

(8)

Figure 22: Psylotech© Uniaxial Tensile Test frame

A displacement controlled tensile test is performed, with the load cell recording the
corresponding forces generated by the test specimen. For TPU specimens, a displacement of
100mm (maximum capacity of machine) was applied at a speed of 300 μ/s. These
specifications were driven by the hyperelastic nature of TPU. A maximum displacement of
90mm was applied at a speed of 50 μ/s for Elasto plastic specimens. An average of 9000
force vs. applied displacement data points were obtained per specimen. Post-processing of
these values is done to obtain the stress and strain. The formulae used are:
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σ=F/A

(9)

where σ = Stress
F = Resultant force
A = Area of cross-section of original gage length

and
where

ε = δL/L

(10)

ε = Strain
δL = Change in length
L = Original gage length
In order to reduce specimen-specific behaviors, the values are averaged over each

specimen types. An averaged stress-strain plot is obtained for both TPU and Elasto-plastic
materials as shown in the figures 23-24.

Figure 23: Uniaxial tensile test stress-strain results for TPU material
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Figure 24: Uniaxial tensile test stress-strain results for Elasto-plastic material

Figure 25: TPU specimen in fully extended state and original state

As can be seen from the stress-strain plot for elasto-plastic material, the elongation at
break is about 140%. Due to machine limitations, the maximum strain applied to TPU
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specimens was well below the elongation at break of the material. Material datasheets record
the elongation at break for TPU as 600%. The elastic deformations of TPU specimens
subjected to more than 250% strain and Elasto-plastic specimen subjected to 110% strain
were recovered after removal of load. These behaviors substantiate the hyperelastic behavior
for both TPU and Elasto-plastic materials.
4.1.2 Material modelling in ANSYS
The hyperelastic behavior of both materials introduce material non-linearity into the
FEA simulations. To account for the non-linearity, the material behavior is characterized by
using hyperelastic material models. The stress-strain data points obtained from the uniaxial
tensile test were used to solve the curve fitting for multiple material models in ANSYS. The
material models were compared with each other to obtain the best curve fit. For both TPU
and elasto-plastic materials, Mooney-Rivlin’s 5 parameter model generated the best curve fit
with the test data as seen in the figures 26-27.
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Figure 26: Curve fitting of TPU material using Mooney-Rivlin’s 5 parameter material model

Figure 27: Curve fitting of Elasto plastic material using Mooney-Rivlin’s 5 parameter material model
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4.2 Meshing
The FEA simulations of fluidic actuator exhibit large deformations. The material
non-linearity, coupled with geometric non-linearity due to large deformations, categorize the
FEA as non-linear. For this reason, non-linear meshing techniques in ANSYS 17.0 are
applied to create either SOLID186 or SOLID187 elements, both suited for hyperelastic
material behavior. SOLID186 is a higher order 3-D 20-node solid element that exhibits
quadratic displacement behavior. SOLID187 element is a higher order 3-D, 10-node element
which has a quadratic displacement behavior and is well suited to modeling irregular meshes.
A mesh convergence study is performed on the non-linear mesh to optimize the
number of mesh elements required. The study is performed on a three cell extension actuator,
pressurized at 10.5 kPa and the boundary conditions as explained later in the chapter. Since
the creases or edges play a key role in folding motion, additional mesh refinements are
performed on all creases. As seen in figure 28 of mesh convergence, a mesh with number of
elements more than 20,000 would generate an optimum solution in terms of accuracy and
computational resources. Both TPU and Elasto-plastic materials exhibit similar trend for
deformation against number of mesh elements as mesh is a characteristic of the geometry.
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Figure 28: Plot of mesh convergence

4.3 FEA setup
The performance of fluidic actuators is quantified by free stroke and the block force
generated. The free stroke of the actuator is the difference between the original position and
the fully extended or contracted position. This can be evaluated as the strain resulted in the
fluidic actuator due to the application of internal pressure. Block force of the fluidic actuator
is the force exerted by the actuator due to the application of internal pressure. Thus, to
analyze the miura-ori fluidic actuator’s performance, static structural FEA simulations are set
up for both performance metrics.
4.3.1 Free stroke of extension actuators
The goal of this FEA setup is to simulate a free-free deformation of extension
actuator on application of pressure. However, such boundary conditions would result in
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failure of FEA due to rigid motion so there is a need to fix the model in the three
dimensional space.

Figure 29: Isometric and Front view of the original model showing the section line

Figure 30: Applied boundary conditions shown on section view of the model
*DOF: Degrees of Freedom; Y, Z: Displacement DOF in Y and Z directions respectively; ROX, ROY,
ROZ: Rotational DOF in X, Y and Z directions respectively
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All the applied boundary conditions are restricted to the plane at the center of the
actuator. This ensures that all other regions of the actuator are free to deform with all six
degrees of freedom. The figures 29-30 concisely show the applied boundary conditions,
which are explained below in detail.
To satisfy the required condition, the vertex at the center of the actuator is applied a
fixed support condition. This constrains all six degrees of freedom of the vertex at actuator’s
center.
Since the cross-section of the miura-ori actuator changes with deformation, a fixed
support cannot be applied on the edges or other vertices on the same plane, without
restricting the natural deformation. To restrict the rotational degree of freedom about Y axis
while accommodating the above condition, the vertex diagonally opposite to the fixed vertex
is applied a displacement boundary condition. This boundary condition allows the
displacement of this vertex along the X axis while constraining the Y and Z axes
deformations.
Since the primary mode of interest is deformation, there is a need to restrict the
actuator bending motion. This is achieved by constraining the rotational degree of freedom
of the center plane about the Z axis by applying a frictionless support on the face shown in
the figure 30. This support allows the model to slide or rotate in XZ plane, but constrains the
other degrees of freedom.
Solution of this FEA simulation yields the resultant maximum stress and
deformations developed due to the application of internal pressure. As the boundary
conditions are applied at the central plane of the actuator, the deformations are observed in
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both directions of Y axis. Strain can be evaluated by taking the ratio between change in
length and the original length. The change in length can be evaluated by measuring the
distance between the end caps in deformed and undeformed conditions. To mitigate the
effect of warping of the end caps, the strains at all corner vertices of the caps are averaged to
obtain the value of free stroke.

Figure 31: a. Front view and b. side view of the deformed model projected on undeformed wireframe
extension miura-ori fluidic actuator

The figure 31 show the deformation of the actuator in front and side view. The
arrows indicate the direction of the primary deformations observed. As seen in the figure 31,
the extension actuators extend along the Y axis while contracting along the Z axis.
4.3.2 Free stroke of contraction actuators
The basic working principle being the same for both extension and contraction miuraori fluidic actuators, the types of boundary conditions remain the same in principle in both
cases. The conditions are altered to suit the contraction actuators. The primary axis of
deformation for these actuators is extension along Z axis and contraction along Y axis.
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Considering the application of the contraction miura-ori fluidic actuator, displacement
boundary conditions are applied at the vertices as shown in the figure 32.
The displacement condition (D1) constrains the deformation only along X axis. This
constrains the rotational degrees of freedom about the Y and Z axes. As the actuator
contracts along Y axis, another displacement condition (D2) is applied at the diagonally
opposite vertex as shown. This condition constrains the deformation along X and Z axis,
while allowing the motion along Y axis. This is applied to mitigate the bending effects as the
primary mode is deformation. In order to fix the model in the three dimensional space, a
fixed support is applied at the vertex as shown.

Figure 32: Applied boundary conditions shown on isometric view of the contraction actuator model
*D1, D2: Displacement boundary conditions 1 & 2; DOF: Degrees of Freedom; X, Z: Displacement DOF
in X and Z directions respectively
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Similar to the extension actuators, solution of this FEA simulation yields the resultant
maximum stress and deformations developed due to the application of internal pressure.
Strains can be calculated in a similar way as that for extension actuators. As can be seen
from the figure 33, the deformation is achieved by expansion along Z axis and contraction
along Y axis.

Figure 33: (a). Front view and (b). side view of the deformed model projected on undeformed
wireframe contraction miura-ori fluidic actuator

4.3.3 Block force analysis of extension actuators
The objective of this FEA setup is to evaluate the force generated by the actuator
when it is subjected to internal pressure. To simulate this, the miura-ori fluidic actuator is
applied fixed supports at both end caps and is subjected to the pressure load.
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Figure 34: Isometric and Front view of the applied boundary conditions

The reaction force generated at the fixed supports and the equivalent stress is
measured from the FEA simulation. Since the evaluated force is a reaction force at the
support, the actual block force generated by the actuator is of equal magnitude and opposite
direction. As seen in figure 34, the resultant reaction force at the fixed support is in -Y
direction and thus the block force generated by the extension actuator is in +Y direction.
Deformation can be observed along the X axis as a result of internal pressure. With an
increase in pressure, the actuator’s facets bulge out due to the constraints at the end caps. A
failure will occur when the maximum stress exceeds the allowable stress value due to the
internal pressure.
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Figure 35: Front view of the deformed model projected on undeformed wireframe model

4.3.4 Block force analysis of contraction actuators
The FEA setup is identical as that for the block force of extension actuators. The
actuator is applied fixed support at the end caps and the internal pressure load is applied. The
reaction force and the stress is measured in the similar way as extension actuators. Figure 36
below shows the FEA setup for boundary conditions.

Figure 36: Front view of the block force FEA setup for contraction actuators
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The key difference between the actuator types is that contraction actuators exert a
pulling force along Y direction while extension actuators exert a pushing force. This can be
attributed to the primary deformation patterns along Y axis for both actuators. The FEA
solution and the block force measurement for contraction actuators is shown in the figure 37.

Figure 37: Front view of the deformed model projected on undeformed wireframe contraction
actuator model

4.4 Validation of FEA
The FEA setup and the physical principles of shape morphing and actuation with real
engineering materials of finite facet thickness are validated. This is achieved by performing
an experimental investigation on 3D printed proof-of-concept prototypes, and comparing the
results with test simulations in FEA based on identical fluidic origami designs.
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4.4.1 Test setup
The fluidic actuator models are pressurized and the deformation is recorded by a
camera mounted on top as shown in the figure 38. For better accuracy and control of the
pressure, a function generator is used to control the digital pressure control unit. The digital
pressure control unit converts the input supply of 90 psi pressure to the desired output
pressure. A digital pressure gauge in the loop measures the actual pressure in the actuator.
Table 2: Specifications of the equipment used

Equipment

Make

Specifications

Function Generator

Tektronix

AFG3022C 25 MHz, 2-Ch Arbitrary
Function Generator

Digital control and programmable
DC power supply

TENMA

Model 72-2690

Digital Pressure Control Unit

OMEGA

Heavy-duty electropneumatic
converters

Camera

Canon

EOS Rebel T5i 18.0 MP

Compact Digital Gauge

McMasterCarr

0.1 psi resolution with 0 to 145 psi
range

An elasto-plastic extension miura-ori fluidic actuator and a TPU contraction miuraori fluidic actuator are fabricated and analyzed in the experiment. The baseline model was
scaled up and altered to suit each 3D printing technique’s constraints like minimum
thickness. The dimensions of the fabricated models are as given in the table 3.
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Figure 38: Experimental setup for FEA and proof-of-concept validation
Table 3: Parametric values of the fabricated actuators

Parameter

Elasto-Plastic
extension actuator
Value

TPU contraction
actuator
Value

Unit

a

62.5

46.88

mm

b

50

37.5

mm

γ

60

60

degrees

θ

70.53

16.08

degrees

ξ

30

59

degrees

ψ

54.74

13.88

degrees

tfacet

4

3

mm

dvcrease1

2

1.5

mm

dvcrease2

2

4.5

mm

wvcrease1

8

7.5

mm

wvcrease2

8

1.5

mm

tcrease

2

2.25

mm

htcrease

3

2.57

mm
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The figures 39-40 show the models at 0 psi pressures (undeformed models) and
maximum pressure applied.

Figure 39: Undeformed and deformed elasto-plastic extension miura-ori fluidic actuator

Figure 40: Undeformed and deformed TPU contraction miura-ori fluidic actuator

4.4.2 Deformation Measurements
The experimental recordings were post-processed using MATLAB Image Processing
toolkit. Images of the actuator’s deformation at varying pressure levels were captured and the
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distances between the vertices were measured. The distances of the undeformed actuators
were measured at 0 psi pressure and using these, strains were calculated which can be
formulated as:

(11)
Strains were evaluated along the direction of primary deformation at multiple vertices
and an average strain was calculated. In case of elasto-plastic actuator, the primary axis of
deformation is the Y axis so strains were measured using vertical distances as shown in the
figure 41. The TPU contraction actuator has the primary axis of deformation in Z direction
and hence the strains were measured using the horizontal distances as shown in the figure 41.

Figure 41: Distance measurements for strain evaluation
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FEA simulation of both models was done in ANSYS 17.0 using the identical
geometry as the fabricated models and the FEA setup as explained before. Nodal coordinates
of the deformed and undeformed model were obtained using FEA and strains were evaluated
using the same procedure as for experimental setup.
4.4.3 Results and discussion
The results of averaged strain from the experimental investigation and FEA were
plotted with respect to the pressure range achieved in experiment. The comparison of the
results for both models is shown in the figures 42-43.

Figure 42: Comparison of average strain for Elasto plastic extension actuators
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Figure 43: Comparison of average strain for TPU contraction actuators

As seen from the graphs, there is a good match between the FEA and the
experimental data, with an average error of 6% for TPU and 1% for Elasto-plastic models.
This validates the material modelling and the FEA setup, which can be extended to analyze
the performance of fluidic actuators of varying configurations.
Porosity and leakage are the major limitations of SLA printed elasto-plastic model. In
this case, the fabricated elasto-plastic model was able to sustain a maximum pressure of 1.3
psi without leaking. Although the models can be sealed using flexible sealants, they cannot
sustain higher pressures hence their utility as fluidic actuators is limited.
For these reasons, this research focuses on using TPU as the material of fabrication
for further studies. Both contraction and extension actuators have been validated
experimentally. However, for further studies, this research focuses on the extension
actuators, the findings of which can be extended to contraction actuators as well.
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CHAPTER FIVE
PARAMETRIC STUDIES
5.1 Boundary effects
The cross-section of a miura-ori pattern changes during the folding motion as
discussed in chapter 1. This results in the requirement of the end caps to be flexible in order
to accommodate the shape morphing. However, with realistic materials, this shape morphing
results in a material accumulation which constrains the free motion of the end cells. This
restricts the ideal miura-ori deformation, lowering the strain and hence the free stroke of the
actuator. These are termed as boundary effects as they result from the addition of boundaries
at end cells.
It can be seen from the FEA simulations in the figure 44 that the added constraints
are localized to the end cells and the cells in between follow the ideal miura-ori folding
pattern. Thus, an increase in number of cells should mitigate the effect and ideally, an
infinitely long tube with end caps should exhibit the ideal miura-ori deformation.
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Figure 44: Deformed actuator model showing miura-ori region and region of boundary effects

In order to get the optimum number of unit cells required to mitigate the error, a
parametric study of the interaction of number of cells and strain was done at varying pressure
levels. The results were plotted as shown in the figure 45. It can be observed from the figure
45 that strain increases rapidly in the initial stages and converges to a straight line.
Convergence is achieved at 4 cells, which is deduced to be the minimum number of cells for
a miura-ori fluidic actuator with minimum boundary effects.
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Figure 45: Effect of number of cells on strain at multiple pressure levels

5.2 Internal Pressure
Application of internal pressure is the method of actuation for the fluidic actuators
and hence it is necessary to study the effects of pressure on the actuator’s performance. FEA
simulations are performed for multiple pressure levels and the actuator’s performance is
captured by strain, block force and the maximum stress observed. A four cell extension
actuator model with dimensions as listed in table 1 is used for the simulations. The results
are plotted as shown in the figure 46.
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Figure 46: Effect of pressure on free stroke and block force

As seen in figure 46, the strain and block force increase with increase in internal
pressure, which is a result of the working principle for fluidic actuators. The area of crosssection of the actuator remains constant, thus resulting in a rise in block force in
correspondence to a rise in pressure. However, the gain in strain and hence the free stroke,
can be seen to reduce with an increase in pressure. This is a result of the actuator folding
closer to its maximum volume configuration with an increase in pressure. Also, bulging of
the facets is observed at higher pressures, which lowers the block force output of the
actuator. For these considerations, a pressure of 34.5 kPa (5 psi) is selected for further
research as it generates an optimum strain and block force.
5.3 Miura-ori core design parameters
The dimensions a, b, γ and θ are the core design parameters as discussed in chapter 2.
Thus, it is important to analyze their effect on the performance with respect to fluidic
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actuators. The dimensions a and b characterize the size, while γ and θ characterize the
folding pattern of the miura-ori geometry.
A large value of “a” and “b” could enhance the area of cross-section and increase the
performance of the actuator. However, the effect of these size parameters would be
minimized when the performance metrics are normalized for size. For example, normalized
block force would be evaluated as:

(12)
For this reason, the research focuses on the “γ” and “θ” parameters characterizing
folding pattern, by keeping “a” and “b” constant.
A four cell actuator with the baseline design dimensions as stated in table 1, is used
for FEA simulations. Simulations are performed by varying

angle for a constant θ angle.

Then the θ angle is varied and the simulation process is iterated for different θ angles. A plot
of

and θ is generated for both performance metrics, as seen in the figures 47-48.
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Figure 47: Effect of γ and θ on free stroke

Figure 48: Effect of γ and θ on block force

As discussed earlier, a value of θ<θmax generates a contraction actuator and θ>θmax
generates an extension actuator. Since the strain is calculated in direction of primary
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deformation of extension actuators, the strain in Y direction for contraction actuators is
minimum and negative for lower angles. It can also be verified from the plots of θ that the
contraction actuators exert a pulling force while extension actuators exert a pushing force.
Although, the value for θmax from the ideal miura-ori design is evaluated to 45 degrees, it can
be seen from the plot that this value differs for thick miura-ori with real engineering
materials between 33 and 40 degrees. This can be classified as the “locking position” of the
actuator, where it generates minimal force output even for an application of internal pressure.
Since this research focuses on the extension actuators, the region of θ>40 degrees is of
special interest.
As seen from the plot for free stroke, strain increases with θ and decreases with an
increase in γ. This can be attributed to the increased range for θ from its original undeformed
configuration to the maximum volume configuration with ideal value of θ max = 45 degrees.
Thus, higher strain is achieved at higher values of θ and lower values of γ.
From the plot for block force, it can be observed that block force increases rapidly
with an increase in γ and converges to a value of θ=80 degrees. The convergence at 80
degrees can be attributed to the increasing compactness of the geometry and the higher
probability of self-intersecting low angle geometry. Thus, block force is proportional to γ
and θ and to achieve higher block force, a higher value of γ and θ is desired.
This creates a tradeoff between free stroke and block force for the value of γ and θ,
which will be discussed in the next chapter.
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5.4 Thinning Parameters
These parameters are introduced due to manufacturing considerations with real
engineering materials and the basics have been discussed in chapter 2.
5.4.1 Facet Thickness
Facet thickness is the most important addition in the design parameters, as it
distinguishes the real feasible models from the ideal zero thickness models. The effect of
facet thickness on the actuator’s performance has been studied by analyzing a four cell
extension actuator model with varying facet thickness. The results are plotted as shown in
the figure 49.

Figure 49: Effect of facet thickness on free stroke and block force
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The facet thickness of the actuator results in an increase in the stiffness, as a result of
which there is an increase in block force and a decrease in strain. The plotted results
substantiate this and hence it can be deduced that an increase in facet thickness increases the
block force and decreases the strain, thus creating a trade-off.
5.4.2 Thinning of creases
The additional thinning of the horizontal and vertical creases is introduced in this
research to facilitate folding and avoid a collision of material at the creases. This is
characterized by the thinning parameters as discussed in chapter 2.
The effect of these crease parameters is studied by varying the parameters on a four
cell baseline extension actuator. The obtained results are plotted as shown in the figures 5051.

Figure 50: Effect of horizontal crease height on free stroke and block force
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Figure 51: Effect of horizontal crease thickness on free stroke and block force

As observed from the figures 50-51, strain increases with an increase in the
horizontal crease height and a decrease in horizontal crease thickness. This is because higher
or thinner horizontal creases have relatively lower crease stiffness, leading to more folding
deformation under the same pressure.
Also, it can be observed from the figures 50-51 that block force increases with an
increase in the horizontal crease height and a decrease in horizontal crease thickness. To
explain these results, a primitive hypothesis is put forth and is explained below.
The figure 52 shows a cross section view of a half unit cell of the actuator. The angle
between the generated crease and the XZ plane as shown in the figure 52 is defined as β. The
force acting due to the applied pressure on the horizontal crease can be resolved as shown in
the figure 52.
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Figure 52: (a). Isometric section view of half unit cell of extension actuator (b). Front sectional view
of the half unit cell highlighting the relationship between the parameters and the resolution of forces

The component F*cos(β) is the Y component of the force applied due to pressure.
This component contributes to the block force generated by the actuator along Y axis. Thus,
an increase in the value of β decreases this force component due to the cos component. From
the geometric relationships it can be deduced that angle β increases with an increase in both
horizontal crease parameters of “tcrease” as well as “htcrease”. Hence, an increase in the value of
both parameters results into a decrease in block force generated by the actuator.
However, this is a primitive hypothesis and it needs to be substantiated by complete
three dimensional resolution of the forces which forms a part of the future work. Since the
concept of the additional thinning of creases is consistent with vertical creases, similar trend
should follow. The results of the parametric study for vertical creases are attached in
Appendix B.
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CHAPTER SIX
MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION
As seen from the parametric studies, the performance of the fluidic actuators can be
influenced by altering the design parameters. However, these studies were limited to a single
parameter at a time. A constrained multi-objective optimization study is implemented to
enhance the performance of the miura-ori extension fluidic actuators by combining the effect
of all design parameters.
6.1 Workflow
Optimization

is

performed

using

a

commercial

optimization

software

modeFRONTIER 2017R1. Figure 53 shows the optimization setup and workflow is
explained below in detail.

Figure 53: Optimization workflow in modeFRONTIER 2017 R1
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6.1.1 Process nodes
The process flowchart is as depicted in the figure 54, which is iterated for the defined
number of design points.

Figure 54: Flowchart of the process nodes in optimization

The optimization strategy is defined using the scheduler node. This is a constrained
multi-objective optimization problem and hence Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm
II (NSGA-II) is chosen as the optimization algorithm. Being a genetic algorithm (GA), it has
improved efficiency for the search of global optimum compared to gradient based
algorithms. Although, the likelihood of the GA finding a global optimum solution increases
with a large population size and large number of generations, it also increases the
computational time [34]. Hence, it is necessary to obtain an optimum number of iterations
based on the initial population size and the number of generations.
The initial population samples are defined in the design of experiments (DOE) part of
the scheduler node. The miura-ori design introduces tight constraints on the modelling angles
and as a result, on the thinning parameters. This leads to a large number of design failures
due to random selection of design variables resulting in incompatible geometry. A set of 26
user-defined DOE samples are introduced to limit this error. A set of 20 designs are also
generated using the Uniform Latin Hypercube (ULH) method in order to distribute the
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design points and increase the design space exploration. The table 4 below shows the
parameters for the optimization algorithm.
Table 4: Summary of optimization algorithm parameters

Optimization Parameter

Value

Number of initial DOE

46

Number of NSGA-II generations

25

Cross-over Probability

0.9

Mutation Probability

1.0

Total number of design points

1150

The MATLAB node runs a script file (attached in Appendix C) which calculates the
modelling parameters using the design variables. Based on the modelling parameters, the
ANSYS nodes first generate the geometry using a SOLIDWORKS plugin. These nodes
perform the FEA simulations for free stroke and block force on the modified geometry and
generate the results for nodal coordinates, block force and individual maximum stress values.
6.1.2 Design parameters
The design variables of the optimization constitute the miura-ori design parameters
and the thinning parameters. Based on the miura-ori design principles, the MATLAB node
calculates the values of modelling parameters “ξ”, “ψ” and plane distance “pd”, based on
and θ. The area of cross-section is also evaluated using the design and thinning parameters.
Table 5 lists the values of parameters a, b and pressure load are kept constant as discussed in
earlier chapters.
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Table 5: Values of constant design parameters

Constant design variable

Dimension

Unit

a

31.25

mm

b

25

mm

Pressure

34.5

kPa

The bounds for the design variables are set based on the parametric studies and are
listed in table 6. The objective is to optimize an extension miura-ori fluidic actuator and
hence the bounds for θ are set to 45-90 degrees. Since the locking angle θ varies with γ, the
lower bound of θ is set to the ideal maximum volume configuration of 45 degrees.
The lower bounds of facet thickness and crease variables are set to the lowest
possible values without resulting in geometric modelling failures. The upper bounds of the
variables are set to a high value to accommodate the changing cross-section due to change in
miura-ori design parameters.
Table 6: Limits of design variables for optimization

Design variable

Lower bound

Upper bound

Unit

γ

10

89

degrees

θ

45

89

degrees

tfacet

0.5

7

mm

tcrease

0

7

mm

htcrease

0.1

4

mm

wvcrease1

0.1

8

mm

dvcrease1

0.1

7

mm

wvcrease2

0.1

8

mm

dvcrease2

0.1

7

mm
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6.1.3 Constraints
The implemented modelling technique generates an infeasible geometry when design
variable of horizontal crease thickness exceeds the facet thickness, that is “t hcrease” > “tfacet”.
The modelling error is a result of absence of material to cut due to the said condition as
shown in figure 55 (a). A way to avoid this condition is to set the upper bounds of “t hcrease”
lesser than or equal to the lower bounds of “tfacet”. However, this leads to poor exploration of
the design space of the “thcrease” variable. Better exploration of the design space can be
achieved by setting the upper bound of the “thcrease” variable to the corresponding value of
“tfacet” variable. This is incorporated by adding a design constraint on the following
inequality, a violation of which results in design failure.
“tfacet” - “thcrease” > 0

(13)

Figure 55: (a). Infeasible geometry due to absence of material to cut through the yellow highlighted
region by leading to modelling failure (b). Feasible geometry as the yellow region can cut through the
intersecting material

Constraints are also applied on the maximum stress evaluated in both FEA
simulations. The ultimate tensile strength of TPU filament is 80 MPa [35]. However, the
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mechanical properties of 3D printed parts differ from their bulk material and are influenced
by the print settings. An allowable stress limit is constrained to 40 MPa by considering a
factor of safety to accommodate the possible variation in mechanical property.
6.1.4 Objective Functions
The objective of the optimization process is to maximize the performance of the
extension miura-ori fluidic actuator by exploring miura-ori design and manufacturing
parameters. Although a large area of cross-section would enhance the performance of the
actuator, it would result in an increased volume. In practical applications, space constraints
of the design could restrict the volume of the actuator. Thus, to avoid the effects of size on
the performance and take into account the practical considerations, the performance metrics
are normalized for size.
The ideal block force based on the cross-section area and the pressure applied can be
calculated as the product of the two terms. Thus, the objective function for normalized block
force is defined as:

(14)
The objective function for free stroke is normalized by evaluating the strain of the
extension miura-ori fluidic actuator using the nodal coordinates and the following equations:
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(15)
where tv: vertex on the top face
bv: vertex on the bottom face
number: the position of the vertex of the face
d: deformed
0: undeformed
The optimization problem is summarized in the table 7 below.
Table 7: Summary of the optimization problem

Objectives

Maximize Normalized block force; Maximize
Strain

Constraints

Thickness constraint;
Maximum stress < 40 MPa

Design Variables

γ; θ; tfacet; htcrease; tcrease; wvcrease1; wvcrease2;
dvcrease1; dvcrease2

6.2 Results and discussion
The design points of the optimization are summarized in the figure 56. 57.16% of the
1150 designs are found to be real feasible designs. The higher percentage of the failed
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designs (40.7%), categorized as real error, can be attributed to the violation of the thickness
design constraint, infeasible geometry and failure in non-linear FEA convergence. These are
mainly comprised of separation of the model into multiple parts due to extra thinning or an
intersection of material due to the angles of the miura-ori. The designs categorized as real
and infeasible comprise of the designs that violate the stress constraint of 40MPa. However,
the percentage of designs violating this constraint is only 2.1%, which may reduce even
further if we increase the stress constraint to the ultimate tensile strength of the material at
80MPa.

Figure 56: Design points summary for the optimization

As the optimization setup has conflicting objectives, it cannot converge to a single
optimum design. Instead, a set of compromised solutions are generated known as trade-off or
the pareto optimal points [36]. Figure 57 shows the scatter plot for the two optimization
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objective functions with the pareto optimal design points marked in green. It can be observed
from figure 57, that there exists a significant trade-off between the conflicting objectives.

Figure 57: Scatter plot of the objectives highlighting pareto optimal design points

Figure 58: Dimensions of models (i) and (ii) as highlighted in figure 57
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The pareto optimal points are the non-dominated design points and hence constitute
the set of optimum design solutions for the problem. The optimization problem generated 74
pareto optimal design points which have been listed in Appendix D. Table 8 shows the
statistical summary of the pareto design points in terms of the arithmetic mean and standard
deviation.
Table 8: Statistical summary of pareto optimal design points

Design variable

Arithmetic Mean

Standard Deviation

γ

68.12

18.01

θ

79.15

1.39

tfacet

4.51

0.89

thcrease

1.29

0.24

hthcrease

3.60

0.95

dvcrease1

1.34

0.68

dvcrease2

1.42

0.91

wvcrease1

3.30

0.82

wvcrease2

3.37

1.43

It can be observed from table 8 that γ has a large value for standard deviation due to
the significant trade-off between the objectives. From the pareto optimal design set, it can be
observed for γ that the range of 32-65 degrees yield more free stroke, while the range 60-86
degrees yields more block force. However, values at the lower end of the spectrum generate
low volume models with values of spline angle ξ as low as 7 degrees. This can pose a
problem, particularly with respect to the manufacturing feasibility. Thus, the range 60-65
degrees provides the optimum value for γ in terms of both performance metrics and
considering manufacturing feasibility.
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The mean value for θ for the pareto-optimal design set is 79.15 degrees with a
standard deviation of 1.39. Also, it was concluded from the parametric studies that higher
values of θ yield higher performance for both metrics. Thus, this can be deducted as the
optimum value for θ from the optimization process to achieve maximum free stroke and
block force.
From the statistical summary of pareto optimal design points, it can also be deduced
that γ has more significant effects on the performance than the crease parameters. This can
be concluded as there is a high value of standard deviation for γ. The crease parameters can
be selected based on the manufacturing considerations within the range as given in the
statistical summary table. Thus, a desired actuator performance can be achieved by altering
the value of γ, while selecting manufacturing feasible values for the crease parameters within
the range given in the table 8.
The values obtained for the design parameters in the optimization are in congruence
with the results of the parametric studies. Table 9 shows a set of selected pareto optimal
design points and their comparison with the baseline design. The set of selected designs
comprise of two designs which exhibit more strain, two designs with a balanced trade-off
between the objectives and two designs which exhibit more block force. Since the baseline
model was a low volume configuration, it inherits a higher strain and lower block force than
most designs.
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Table 9: Comparison of selected pareto optimal design points with baseline design

Design points

Design
Parameters

Baseline

1

2

3

4

5

6

γ

60.00

35.33

60.00

61.14

62.39

82.69

84.14

θ

77.87

78.97

80.78

79.20

80.86

77.59

78.92

tfacet

4.00

3.92

5.22

5.04

5.10

4.30

4.13

thcrease

2.00

1.51

1.66

1.61

4.05

2.70

4.04

hthcrease

1.00

1.35

1.09

1.12

1.00

1.32

1.35

wvcrease1

2.00

1.94

1.00

3.89

3.58

4.05

2.06

dvcrease1

1.00

2.13

2.37

0.86

0.99

2.10

1.10

wvcrease2

2.00

1.75

4.86

3.62

5.87

3.41

5.83

dvcrease2

1.00

2.98

1.06

1.07

0.56

1.10

1.12

Normalized
block force

1.24

0.95

1.14

1.29

1.34

5.16

13.59

Strain

0.82

1.30

1.23

1.00

0.86

0.08

0.06

%improvement
block force

-24%

-8%

4%

9%

317%

999%

%improvement
strain

59%

51%

22%

6%

-90%

-92%

Based on the application, the fluidic actuator can be selected from pareto optimal
design set to achieve the desired performance. The values for facet thickness and other crease
parameters can be altered to achieve manufacturing feasibility based on the print settings.
Accurate dimensions of the geometry can be achieved using 3D printing since 3D printing
has better accuracy as compared to traditional manufacturing techniques.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The above presented work successfully addresses the research objectives identified in
chapter 1. This chapter presents a summary and conclusions of the research and identifies
potential areas for future work.
7.1 Conclusions
It can be concluded from the research that the FDM 3D printing technique is a better
fabrication technique than SLS and SLA, for origami inspired fluidic actuators. The
requirement of sealing end caps to conform to the changing cross-section is of primary
importance in the fabrication of origami-inspired actuators. Due to this, the material selection
of the end caps is constrained to flexible materials. Owing to its high flexibility and
resistance to wear, thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) is preferred as the material of
fabrication for 3D printing the fluidic origami.
FEA simulations were used to compare the behavior of the ideal miura-ori models
and the finite facet thickness models with realistic materials. The results revealed a
congruence in the physical principles of the two cases in the central region of the cellular
tube, with deviations being localized at the end cells due to boundary effects. These
boundary effects are observed to reduce with increasing number of cells in the actuator tube.
A value of four cells was obtained as the minimum number of cells to achieve optimum
miura-ori behavior and mitigate the boundary effects.
The material models and the FEA setup were validated experimentally by
pressurizing the 3D printed actuator models. The comparison revealed coherence between
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the FEA setup and the experiments with an error of 6% in average strain for FDM (TPU)
models. Thus, manufacturing feasible miura-ori fluidic actuators which conform to the
physical principles of the miura-ori were fabricated successfully using engineering materials.
The parametric studies of the miura-ori design parameters provide certain interesting
insights into the effects of parameters on the actuator’s performance. The locking angle for
the actuator, where it generates minimal force, is observed for θ to lie in the range of 32-40
degrees depending on the value of γ. This results in an increase in the block force with an
increase in the value of θ for extension actuators. Also, the actuator’s free stroke increases
with an increase in θ due to the resulting wide range from θ to θ max of 45 degrees for equal
miura-ori pattern. Further, with an increase in the value of γ, the free stroke is observed to
decrease while the block force is observed to increase thus resulting in conflicting objectives.
After analyzing the results of parametric studies, a need for optimizing the parameters
to maximize the actuator’s performance was identified. The multi-objective optimization
revealed a strong conflict in the objectives of free stroke and block force. A set of paretooptimal design solutions was generated from which design selection can be made to achieve
a desired actuator performance. It can be concluded from the pareto optimal points that the
parameter “γ” has the most significant effect on the actuator’s performance. A pareto optimal
design with a neutral trade-off of objectives, generated a normalized block force of 1.29 and
a strain of 100% when subjected to a pressure of 34 kPa.
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7.2 Future Work:
7.2.1 Design insights and exploration:
The design of the end caps can be improved by exploring parameters like cap
thickness and the shape of the caps. Also, the effect of the crease parameters needs to be
studied in detail with the resolution of forces in three dimensions. These designs can be
validated experimentally by fabricating and testing actuators with different designs.
As discussed earlier, the findings of this research can be easily extended to other
complex origami designs like the Tachi-miura polyhedron. Also, since the miura-ori pattern
is a cellular tessellation, an actuator consisting of grid of x*y*z cells can be fabricated.
Further, the scalability of the designs can be explored by altering the unit cell parameters.
Future work could involve investigating the feasibility and studying the conformance of this
research to these extensions in actuator designs.
7.2.2 Evaluation of other performance metrics:
Inclusion of response time for actuation, accuracy and precision would bring
completeness to the performance metrics of the actuators for application in robotics. These
could be measured experimentally by testing. It would be important to study the effect of the
design parameters on these metrics and analyze their correlation with other performance
parameters. These results could be used to compare the fluidic origami actuators with other
fluidic actuators.
7.2.3 Improvement in fabrication techniques:
The principle of rigid folding in miura-ori demands rigidity in the facets and
flexibility in the hinges. To enhance the performance of the miura-ori actuators, new
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fabrication techniques can be implemented to increase the stiffness of the facets. One way to
achieve this is to use stiff materials like ABS for the facets and flexible material like TPU for
the creases. However, there could be a possibility of leakage at the bonding layers of
different material. An improved way could be to embed the stiff ABS material within the
flexible TPU material for the facet. This ensures a continuity in the layers of TPU which will
improve the sealing properties of the actuator.
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APPENDIX A. PRINT SETTINGS FOR FDM PRINTED PARTS
The table A-1 lists the print settings used for fabricating parts with FDM printing
technique. The parts were printed using a LulzBot TAZ 5 printer with LulzBot TAZ Single
Extruder Tool Head v2. The material of fabrication was TPU by Gizmo Dorks with a true
diameter of 2.85 mm.
Print specifications

Dimension

Unit

Layer Height

0.1

mm

Fill density

100

%

Print Speed

15

mm/s

Nozzle temperature

220

℃

Bed temperature

85

℃

Filament diameter

2.85

mm

Filament flow

100

%

Nozzle size

0.5

mm

Support

No

-

Table A-1: Print specifications for FDM printed parts
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APPENDIX B. EFFECT OF VERTICAL CREASE PARAMETERS ON
ACTUATOR’S PERFORMANCE
Parametric studies in chapter 5, revealed the effects of horizontal crease parameters
on the actuator’s performance. The effects of vertical crease parameters are similar to that of
horizontal crease in principle. The dihedral angle between the creases depends on the crease
parameters dvcrease and wvcrease. Thus, a change in the crease parameters results in a change in
the dihedral angle which changes the contribution to the block force, similar to horizontal
crease parameters. The resolution of force acting due to applied pressure on the creases
results in a complex system of force equilibrium which needs to be studied in detail.
As discussed in chapter 2, the vertical creases alternate in symmetry and hence the
parameters can be categorized as dvcrease1, wvcrease1, dvcrease2 and wvcrease2. To study the effect of
these crease parameters, a four cell extension actuator with baseline dimensions was
analyzed by varying the dvcrease and wvcrease parameters of one crease at a time. The results are
plotted in the figures B1-4.
It can be observed from the figures that parameters of vertical crease 1 has more
effects on the actuator’s performance than parameters of vertical crease 2.
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Figure B-1: Effect of vertical crease 1 parameters on free stroke

Figure B-2: Effect of vertical crease 1 parameters on block force
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Figure B-3: Effect of vertical crease 2 parameters on free stroke

Figure B-4: Effect of vertical crease 2 parameters on block force
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APPENDIX C. MATLAB CODE FOR CALCULATING MIURA-ORI
MODELLING PARAMETERS
clear tempdir
setenv('TEMP','D:\Matlab Temp\') % Setting TEMP folder for Windows
format short g
a=31.25;b=25;
a1=a;a2=a;b1=b;b2=b;

% Equal miura-ori

% Calculate modelling parameters
zeta=double(atand(cosd(theta1)*tand(gamma1)));
si1=double(asind(sind(theta1)*sind(gamma1)));
pd=b*sind(zeta);
gamma2=acosd((a1/a2)*cosd(gamma1));
theta2=acosd(cosd(theta1)*tand(gamma1)/tand(gamma2));
H1=a1*sind(theta1)*sind(gamma1);
H2=a2*sind(theta2)*sind(gamma2);
H=H1+H2;
L=a1*sqrt(1-((sind(theta1))^2)*((sind(gamma1))^2));
L=2*L;
% Calculate area of cross-section in mm-6
%horizontal crease rhombus
hor_gap=hcreasethk/sind(si1);
ver_gap=hcreasethk/tand(si1);
hor_dist_rhombus=L-(2*hor_gap);
ver_dist_rhombus=H-(2*ver_gap);
area=0.5*ver_dist_rhombus*hor_dist_rhombus*1e-6;
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APPENDIX D. PARETO-OPTIMAL DESIGN POINTS
The results of the multi-objective optimization yielded a set of non-dominated pareto
optimal design points as listed below. Design points can be selected from the table D-1 to
suit the particular application of the fluidic actuator.
Table D-1: Pareto optimal design points
γ

θ

tfacet

thcrease

hthcrease

wvcrease1

dvcrease1

wvcrease2

dvcrease2

Normalized
Block Force

Strain

35.33

78.97

3.92

1.51

1.35

1.94

2.13

1.75

2.98

0.95

1.30

34.83

78.97

3.92

2.36

1.32

1.93

1.09

5.81

2.98

1.12

1.27

34.53

78.97

3.92

2.36

1.35

1.93

1.10

5.84

2.98

1.12

1.26

60.00

80.78

5.22

1.66

1.09

1.00

2.37

4.86

1.06

1.14

1.23

34.53

78.97

3.92

2.36

1.35

1.93

1.10

2.31

2.98

1.14

1.22

60.00

80.01

5.12

1.50

1.12

3.50

1.00

4.80

1.00

1.24

1.22

61.14

79.20

5.04

1.61

1.12

3.89

0.86

3.62

1.07

1.29

1.00

61.14

79.20

5.04

1.61

1.12

3.89

0.86

3.62

1.07

1.29

1.00

62.39

80.86

5.10

4.05

1.00

3.58

0.99

5.87

0.56

1.34

0.86

62.39

80.86

5.10

4.05

1.00

3.58

0.99

5.33

0.56

1.35

0.86

62.39

80.86

5.10

4.25

1.00

3.55

0.99

5.87

1.00

1.37

0.83

63.09

80.89

5.05

4.25

1.00

3.55

0.99

4.82

0.83

1.38

0.81

63.07

80.89

5.05

4.25

1.00

3.55

0.99

4.87

0.83

1.38

0.81

63.26

80.88

5.27

4.07

1.40

4.29

1.25

2.28

0.83

1.38

0.77

63.81

80.37

5.04

4.13

1.00

3.55

0.99

4.87

0.84

1.40

0.76

34.53

79.21

4.28

4.00

1.33

3.50

2.37

3.22

3.09

1.40

0.73

35.33

78.97

4.27

4.03

1.35

1.94

2.13

1.75

3.14

1.40

0.73

62.87

80.44

5.28

4.25

1.44

3.72

0.81

4.93

0.74

1.40

0.71

34.93

78.96

4.29

4.26

1.32

4.20

2.24

6.91

3.09

1.44

0.71

34.93

78.96

4.29

4.26

1.32

4.20

2.24

2.16

3.09

1.48

0.70

34.93

78.96

4.29

4.26

1.32

4.20

2.24

2.16

3.09

1.48

0.70

32.72

77.62

4.29

4.18

1.32

3.01

0.99

2.30

3.14

1.68

0.59

32.72

77.62

4.29

4.18

1.32

3.01

0.99

2.30

3.14

1.69

0.59

32.72

77.62

4.29

4.17

1.32

3.01

0.99

2.30

3.14

1.69

0.58

32.61

77.58

6.43

4.06

1.08

2.94

1.10

2.30

1.13

1.72

0.45

32.45

77.58

6.43

4.08

1.33

2.94

0.83

2.30

2.91

1.75

0.41

74.08

80.88

5.27

4.07

1.40

4.29

0.86

2.22

0.83

1.75

0.35

74.08

80.88

5.27

4.07

1.40

4.29

0.86

2.22

1.10

1.75

0.34
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γ

θ

tfacet

thcrease

hthcrease

wvcrease1

dvcrease1

wvcrease2

dvcrease2

Normalized
Block Force

Strain

74.08

80.89

5.27

4.07

1.40

4.25

1.10

2.63

0.83

1.76

0.34

74.08

80.88

5.27

4.26

1.40

4.29

0.86

2.22

1.10

1.82

0.33

74.08

80.88

5.27

4.07

1.32

3.47

0.82

2.22

0.81

1.83

0.32

74.08

80.88

5.27

4.26

1.40

4.25

0.86

2.20

1.78

1.84

0.32

74.08

80.88

5.27

4.26

1.40

4.25

0.92

2.20

1.78

1.84

0.31

66.77

80.89

6.48

6.24

1.40

4.28

0.62

6.92

3.21

1.89

0.30

74.24

80.29

5.26

3.91

1.09

3.75

0.66

2.27

0.74

1.92

0.29

75.80

80.88

5.27

4.07

1.40

4.29

0.86

2.22

0.83

1.99

0.28

75.73

80.88

5.27

4.07

1.32

3.47

0.82

2.22

0.81

2.04

0.26

75.73

80.88

5.27

4.07

1.32

3.47

0.82

2.22

0.81

2.06

0.26

77.36

80.90

5.28

4.93

1.44

4.26

0.86

4.83

0.74

2.51

0.25

77.36

80.86

5.28

4.93

1.44

3.63

0.86

4.83

0.74

2.71

0.21

77.31

80.44

5.28

4.93

1.44

3.72

0.81

4.93

0.74

2.89

0.19

77.31

80.41

5.27

4.93

1.09

3.72

0.81

3.22

0.74

2.99

0.18

79.43

80.41

5.27

4.07

1.09

3.43

0.86

2.22

0.74

3.02

0.15

79.45

80.41

5.27

4.07

1.09

3.43

0.86

2.22

0.74

3.04

0.15

79.45

80.41

5.27

4.18

1.11

3.43

0.86

2.24

0.74

3.08

0.15

79.50

80.41

5.27

4.29

1.85

2.68

0.34

2.22

0.74

3.53

0.14

79.54

77.64

4.15

3.90

1.80

2.49

0.88

2.53

0.83

3.69

0.11

79.54

77.64

4.15

3.90

1.80

2.49

0.88

2.53

0.83

3.69

0.10

79.54

77.64

4.15

3.90

1.80

2.49

0.88

2.53

0.83

3.70

0.10

79.54

77.64

4.15

3.99

1.77

2.49

0.89

2.53

0.83

3.72

0.10

79.54

77.64

4.15

3.99

1.77

2.49

0.89

2.53

0.83

3.75

0.10

79.54

77.64

4.15

3.99

1.77

2.49

0.89

2.53

0.83

3.75

0.10

82.69

77.59

2.75

2.70

1.09

4.08

2.13

3.47

1.10

4.21

0.09

82.69

77.59

2.75

2.70

1.09

4.08

2.14

3.47

1.10

4.27

0.09

82.69

77.59

2.75

2.65

0.49

2.93

2.25

3.47

1.00

4.48

0.09

82.69

77.59

2.75

2.70

1.64

2.93

2.14

3.47

1.06

4.50

0.09

82.69

77.59

2.75

2.70

1.09

2.93

2.14

3.47

1.00

4.64

0.09

82.53

77.62

4.30

2.70

1.40

4.89

2.14

3.41

1.11

4.70

0.09

82.53

77.62

4.30

2.70

1.32

3.45

2.10

3.41

1.10

4.79

0.08

82.69

77.59

4.30

2.70

1.32

4.05

2.10

3.41

1.10

5.16

0.08

82.86

77.59

4.30

2.72

1.32

4.10

1.99

3.41

1.10

5.61

0.08

83.25

77.58

3.00

2.44

1.09

3.02

2.79

1.86

0.75

7.14

0.08

83.47

77.62

2.92

2.70

1.09

2.93

2.79

3.13

1.02

7.70

0.07

83.47

77.59

2.98

2.70

1.09

2.93

2.79

3.21

1.00

7.75

0.07
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γ

θ

tfacet

thcrease

hthcrease

wvcrease1

dvcrease1

wvcrease2

dvcrease2

Normalized
Block Force

Strain

83.47

77.59

2.98

2.70

1.09

2.93

3.09

2.86

1.10

7.77

0.07

83.47

77.59

2.98

2.70

1.09

2.93

2.79

3.48

1.00

7.77

0.07

83.50

77.59

4.01

2.93

1.09

4.46

0.99

1.77

1.10

8.33

0.07

83.50

77.59

4.01

2.93

1.09

3.96

0.99

1.77

1.10

8.38

0.06

83.50

77.59

4.01

2.93

1.00

3.96

0.99

2.12

1.10

8.41

0.06

84.14

78.97

4.13

4.04

1.35

2.06

1.10

5.84

2.94

8.77

0.06

84.14

78.92

4.13

4.04

1.35

2.06

1.10

6.20

2.92

8.93

0.06

84.14

78.92

4.13

4.04

1.35

2.06

1.63

5.83

1.12

13.52

0.06

84.14

78.92

4.13

4.04

1.35

2.06

1.10

5.83

1.12

13.59

0.06

86.75

78.99

4.29

4.17

1.60

3.00

2.13

3.17

3.14

23.41

0.02
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